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Dear Sir,
We found the testing result of our valid Coagulation Tubes which were kept in stock for a long time won't be
constant, Occasionally there were blood coagulation phenomenon.Gongdong investigated it a lot .After numerous
experiments, We have found out the reasons and solution for the problem.
Q: Will additive(Sodium Citrate) in Coagulation Tubes get loss after a long time in stock?
A: As a result of permeability characteristics of Plastic,the buffer solution in Coagulation tube will get loss
after a long time in storage.
Unfortunately,eventhough a few of additive's loss,it can affect the result of blood cogulation test a lot.
The quality of sample blood is the most important for blood coagulation test, and the ratio of additive and
sample blood should be 1:9 exactly.If the additive get loss, the ratio is inaccurate,finally it will affect the test
result so as to anticoagulation.
New solution: Improved Scientific pcaking way - Aluminium and Plastic bag for Coagulation Tubes
● Gongdong adopts a new technique into production and package
process.It will solve additive 's loss problem totally.
The tubes in aluminium and plastic bag won't get loss any more
and the valid date will be extended to 2 years.
● New package way will protect the blood sample from clotting in
order to keep the final testing results accurate.
● We consider the Coagulation Tubes will be used in clinic ward and
in some places, the reqiurement for this tube is quite small. so we
changed the the package design from 100pcs /rack into 20 pcs/Bag.
Note: Once open the bag,in order to keep the accurate result,please
use it up as soon as possible.
We sincerely recommend you to choose our updated smaller package for Coagulation Tubes
Product Description:
Item No.

Safety CAP

Material

Package /Carton

Additive

Vol. Of additive

GD018SC

BLUE,safety cap

PET

20pcs/Bag*60bags

Sodium Citrate+ citric acid

0.3ml liquide

GD027SC

BLUE,safety cap

PET

20pcs/Bag*60bags

Sodium Citrate+ citric acid

0.3ml liquide

We, marketing Service Dept., will provide you comprehensive and technical consultancy service at any time.We
are also glad to supply special samples for your checking and help you built comparative approach¡¢relative data
from literature, consultation and helps.
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